
 

 

Man’s body contains 144,000 crystals. Your crystals cause your body to absorb and dispatch the 

information that is in you. Every type of crystal that exists on the Planet exists in the body of man. If the 

crystals did not exist in your body they would not exist on the Planet. Each crystal has a different function 

in your body. Your crystals store and transmit information like the crystals in radios or televisions. Your 

crystals store information from all of creation. They don’t just store the information you have come in 

contact with since you have been on the Planet. They store the information you were born with. Your 

crystals are fed through your antennas. Your crystals cause the real being in you to wake up."- Dr Paul 

Goss 

 

 

 

 

A crystal is in essence a crystallized structure basic to life and order. From rocks to mountains, to woods, 

the mineral kingdom, plant kingdom to muscle formation to bones and our very genetic code are 

describable as crystal in nature. Crystals are now classified into some 1,500 species comprising six 

systems and exactly 32 classes of symmetry within these crystal species known to man. 

 



 

 

From the hairy filaments on the surface of our ears, to the intestinal nodes within our colons, to the 

creation of blood marrow in our bones, to the beating of the heart muscle, within the essence of our 

D.N.A., the journey within, the piezoelectric crystal unit is activated within our own bodies. 

 

 

 

Literally, water is the one essential element of the world and water literally constitutes most of 

ourselves. And it is this water crystal in a liquid state that ultimately solidifies into the Mineral, Plant and 

Animal Kingdoms that make up our world. The human eye is also crystalline in nature and is the mirror 

of the soul that reflects the health of the body. 

 



 

“Without the voice of the crystals coating the fine hairs of our ears we would not even hear one 

another’s voices. The crystal is an amplifier of that ever-present voice of creation within. In our world of 

inventions the crystals in radios have been amplifying desire, saying, “buy this, buy that.” In reality the 

crystal sings, “Let us plant the seeds of peace, let us put aside the mind of separation.” It is that subtle 

vibration that has stirred the hearts of so many people to peaceful resolution. The crystals buried deep 

in the Earth sing out the song of our planetary harmony.”- Dhyani Ywahoo 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Under intense heat and pressure, quartz crystal will dissolve in water. The liquid crystal appears to have a 

memory and attaches itself to any nearby existing crystal and begins building a new, perfect latticework 

crystal structure. This crystal seed requires a nutrient in order to grow which is silicon dioxide. With 

pressure and heat the seed begins to grow. The crystal grows in a hexagonal shape which is six-sided 

from the matrix up to a point. Let us keep in mind through this process of understanding crystals, that 

man’s number is also 6, whose creation is germinated from a seed that is taken from the earth’s crust 

 

 


